
 
Your Italian dream.... 

Pompei, Costiera Amalfitana and surrounding areas 
 
 

Echoes Events offers accommodation and services at the following destinations 
in collaboration with our Partners: 

 

 
 
Campania is a fascinating, colourful and culturally rich land. Echoes events will take 

you there through a program of exciting excursions that can be customized if 
required,  to meet the timeframes, needs and wishes of our clients 

 
 
AMALFI COAST : 
Gifted by an extremely picturesque coastline, the Amalfi Coast is one of the magical places in 
southern Italy that never disappoints visitors from all around the world who are looking for a brilliant 
sun, a sea of the most incredible shades of blue and green, hills covered with citrus trees, 
secluded sea grottoes and pictoresque towns, wonderful food, great culture and a welcoming 
atmosphere. Here all is dominated by the sea, the sky and the colours of nature; the 
agglomerations of white, pink and yellow houses around tiny marinas will stay with you for ever 
while local artisan shops, will pepper your memories with objects of unique craftmanship, known 
for their artistic beauty and the way they reflect the soul of the people who live here. 
 
POMPEI : 
In Roman times, Pompeii was known as an exclusive holiday destination for the rich and powerful 
who built here exquisite villas. During the reign of Emperor Nero, Campania suffered heavy 
damage due to the revolts of  62 or 63 AD and so did Pompei, but a rebuilding program was soon 
put in place to rebuilt the town. It was during this period of reconstruction, on the 24th of August in 
79AD, that the cathastrophic eruption of Mt Vesuvius completely erased Pompei and the nearby 
cities of Ercolano, Stabia and Oplonti. Today Pompei is one of the most famous archaelogical sites 
in the world recognised as a UNISCO World Heritage Site. The mantle of hot ashes that in a few 
hours covered the city and its inhabitants, has been responsible for preservation of the town and 
much of its treasures, now kept in the museum of the site. A visit to Pompei is a must for every one 
who visits Italy and dreams of immersing themselves in the life of this once magnificent town. 
 
CUMAE : 
This ancient city lays about 19 km west of Naples and is believed to be the oldest Greek mainland 
colony in the west and home of a sibyl (prophetess) whose cavern still exists. The colony was 
founded in 750 BC by Greeks from Chalcis in a location chosen for its strategic potential which 
allowed for easy control over the most fertile portions of the Campanian plain. Rome subjugated 
Cumae in 338; under the Roman empire it became a country town of secondary importance  and in 
1205 it was abandoned and partially destroyed. Recently,  excavations in the city’s acropolis’ hill 
have uncovered important fortifications and graves now part of a fascinating archaelogical park. 



 
ERCOLANO : 
According to tradition, the ancient city was founded by the mythical Heracles (Hercules). Already 
from the end of the 6th century AD, Hercolaneum had to undergo the domination of the most 
powerful Hellenic centres before being conquered by the Sunnites and eventually taken over by 
the Romans. Unlike the nearby Pompeii,  the character of Herculaneum was that of a rich 
merchant city  rather than a pleasure centre and it remained so until the eruption of 79AD, when 
the pyroclastic flows buried the city and Pompeii however here,  unlike in Pompeii, the deep 
pyroclastic material preserved rather than destroyed wooden and other organic-based objects 
such as roofs, beds, doors, food and even some 300 skeletons which not long ago were 
discovered along the seashore; until then it had been thought that the inhabitants of Herculaneum 
had successfully evacuated the town prior to the total destruction of the city. A visit to the 
archaeological park will show the layout, housing, lavishness and wealth of the ancient city 
recognised by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.  

 
PAESTUM : 
Known in ancient times as Poseidonia, it was founded by Hellenic colonists  in 600 BC. In 400 BC  
it was occupied by the Lucani and subsequently by the Romans who gave it its present name.  At 
the end of 500 AD, malaria forced the population to leave the plain and head to the nearby towns, 
first of all Capaccio. The ancient site was discovered in 1752 during the construction of a road. 
Since then, Paestum has become a privileged destination for tourists eager to see the spectacular 
temples that tower over an almost flat countryside and the Archaeological Museum, one of the 
finest in Italy. 
 
CASERTA ROYAL PALACE :   
Built as the residence of the Bourbon King Charles III, the Palace was designed by the great Italian 
architect Luigi Vanvitelli in 1752 and completed in 1774. Conceived by Charles III as a symbol of 
his power, the residence emulates in its design, the exquisite directional staircase, use of 
polychrome marbles, precious decor and the architectural excitement of its grand garden with its 
fountains and water games, the grandeur of the Royal Palace of Versaille.  Today the Palace is 
recognised as one of the most important and prestigious royal residences in Europe and a must 
see to be enjoyed at all costs. 
 
SORRENTO  
The world famous city of Sorrento is located in the southern part of the Gulf of Naples, along the 
Sorrento Peninsula, from which it takes its name. According to local legend, the name derives from 
mythical Sirens (half women, half fish) who lived in its waters and who caused the death of passing 
sailors by bewitching them with their songs and luring them to the dangerous rocks that dot the 
coastline.  Known for its natural beauty and romantic setting, the city is a must for tourist who enjoy 
seaside holidays or love shopping for local quality handicrafts.  
 
CAMPI FLEGREI : 
The Phlegraean Fields are a large volcanic area situated to the west of Naples. It was declared a 
Regional Park in 2003. The area, believed to be 4000 years old and lying mostly underwater,  
consists of 24 craters and volcanic edifices. This is a perfect location to visit if you are interested in 
volcanology, as today the Phlegraean Fields continue to offer an unmatched spectacle of fumarolic 
manifestations, seismic tremors and cyclic soil deformation.  The area is under constant 
supervision and monitoring  from the National Institute of Volcanology who regulates tourist access 
to the Park in line with the geological activities of the area which is considered by scientists a 
natural laboratory of earth sciences. 
 
 
 



VESUVIUS : 
Observed forever with love and fear, Vesuvius is the symbol of Naples and its marvelous gulf. 
Responsible for the famous eruption of 79 AD, which destroyed Pompei and Hercolaneum, 
Vesuvio has been inactive since 1944.  Contrary to popular opinion Vesuvius, the 2nd largest 
volcano in Italy after Mt Etna in Sicily,  is not a dead volcano and is infact the only active volcano in 
mainland Europe (Mt Etna, the largest volcano in Europe, is located on the italian island of Sicily).  
Every year, millions of tourists and lovers are captivated by the picture perfect setting of long 
summer sunsets on the Gulf and romantic evenings accompanied by neapolitan melodies that 
have immortalised the character of this unique location. 


